2020 C.M.H.A. Rule Change Submissions-to be voted on by the membership in person on Sunday November 10th, 2019
12:30pm
Green Rider:




Place the Green Rider equitation and horsemanship classes (they don’t have patterns) after the walk/trot
equitation and horsemanship classes since they don’t have patterns, then the Green Riders will not have to wait
through the pattern classes to do a quick rail class.
Add simple equitation and horsemanship patterns for the Green Rider classes rail

Trail:








Start using the gate obstacle in walk/trot trail, at minimum in the 12-18, 14-18, and 19-39 walk/trot trail classes
Move the Jackpot, 40 & over, 19-39, 14-18, and 13 & under trail to Friday, and put the walk/trot trail classes on
Saturday night
Move the Green Rider and 13 & under trail classes to Friday
Move the following trail classes back to Sunday morning: Jackpot, 40 & over, 19-39, 14-18, Pee Wee Walk, and
Lead Line
Move Lead Line and Pee Wee Walk Horsemanship to Sunday following the trail (listed above) so that the Lead
Line and Pee Wee Walk exhibitors have classes both days and do not have all classes on one day and stretched
so far apart. The showmanship for these two divisions would remain on Saturday as they currently stand.
Reining and Ranch Riding on Saturday evening

Jackpot Classes:


Add jackpot classes for the walk/trot divisions

Points/Placings:



Earn one point for every horse in the class: for example, if 20 entries in the class 1st place would earn 20 points
Place classes to 8th place, as the classes are very large, gets more people placed, and coming back

Score sheets:


Score sheets required from the judges to be added to the judge’s contracts

Classes:




Remove the Color Class from the class list
Color Breed Halter (no AQHA/Solids) this would be for Buckskins, Paints, Pintos, Appaloosas, etc colored horses
no solid breeds/no AQHA
Separate the jr pleasure classes from the jackpot and the sr pleasures, with at least one class in between

Show dates:
Current schedule:
May 15-17, June 19-21, July 10-12, July 24-26, August 21-23, the board would like to offer or have membership consider
moving the July 24-26 or August 21-23 show to Labor Day weekend

